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Abstract Due to the limited understanding of self-

renewal and pluripotency related signaling in stem cells,

extracting information from genome-wide expression data

is not only important but also challenging. With the com-

bined use of two methods, we analyzed a set of microarray

data at 11 time points from three mouse embryonic stem

cell lines cultivated with and without leukemia inhibitory

factor (LIF) for 14 days. Albeit the expression of individual

genes in signaling pathways was not noticeably different

between cells cultivated with and without LIF, at gene-set

level the expression of ERK/MAPK (but not JAK/STAT)

and cell cycle related genes was found significantly enri-

ched in cells cultivated with LIF. This indicates that the

Ras/Raf/ERK pathway, in addition to JAK/STAT, may also

be a key player to carry on external LIF signal into mouse

embryonic stem cells to promote self-renewal. When data

at the first 7 time points were compared with data at the

last 4 time points, the expression of several cell cycle

related gene sets was apparently enriched in all three cell

lines, indicating the active cell proliferation in the first

2 days. Compared with the slight decay of Oct4/Nanog/

Sox2 during the 14 days, the expression of cell differenti-

ation genes such as Gata4/6 underwent a drastic increase,

which indicates that the upregulated expression of cell

differentiation genes may better reflect the loss of self

renewal than the down regulated expression of the stem-

ness indicators Oct4, Sox2 and Nanog. Apart from

differential expression and gene set enrichment analyses, a

clustering algorithm was also used to classify genes into

co-expression clusters. The possible regulation of two

clusters, whose expression was most changed during cell

culture from very low to very high, was explored. The

drastic changes of these genes, including Slc39a8 which

was a potential indicator of cell differentiation, in contrast

the slight changes of self-renewal genes, imply that dif-

ferentiation may be the default fate of stem cells and self-

renewal may rely on a maintenance mechanism. When that

mechanism weakens, cell differentiation begins.
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Introduction

Persistent self-renewal is a common feature of both stem

cells and cancer cells, although whether they employ

common mechanisms to implement self-renewal is not

clear. There exist extrinsic and intrinsic mechanisms that

work in parallel to promote stem cell self-renewal. In

mouse embryonic stem (mES) cells leukemia inhibitory

factor (LIF), through the LIF receptor (LIFR) and gp130,

activates the JAK/STAT pathway (Smith et al. 1988;

Williams et al. 1988; Yoshida et al. 1994; Niwa et al.

1998) (Fig. 4). Afterwards the phosphorylated and dimer-

ized STAT3 is translocated to the nucleus to stimulate self-

renewal gene expression. In human embryonic stem (hES)

cells, however, LIF appears not to function but ligands of

the fibroblast growth factor (FGF) family are required
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(Thomson et al. 1998; Amit et al. 2000; Daheron et al.

2004). On the other hand, the intrinsic mechanisms, cen-

tered at Nanog and Oct4, are more conserved in species

and independent of STAT3 (Chambers et al. 2003; Mitsui

et al. 2003; Catena et al. 2004; Okumura-Nakanishi et al.

2005). Apart from these extra- and intra-cellular factors,

their downstream targets and signaling processes are

important. Recent studies reveal that the JAK/STAT

pathway may not be the sole player in self-renewal sig-

naling in mES. In the complete absence of LIF, self-

renewal is not abolished and undifferentiated mES cell

colonies are still obtained (Dani et al. 1998). The possible

mechanism is that a co-cultivated, differentiated, and LIF-

deficient cell line provides a paracrine factor supporting

mES self-renewal. Moreover, intrinsic self-renewal factors

like Nanog and Oct4 may play a more fundamental role

than extrinsic factors such as LIF and FGF. To reveal how

these and other possible genes and pathways, collaborative

with or independent of JAK/STAT, contribute to self-

renewal of stem cells under different conditions is impor-

tant for the understanding of stem cell self-renewal

mechanisms.

Self-renewal involves promoting cell proliferation and

inhibiting cell differentiation. The two may demand coor-

dinated actions of different pathways. A reasonable

approach to expanding the understanding of self-renewal is

to screen potential proliferation and differentiation related

genes in cells under different conditions and at different

stages, and furthermore, to identify their function and

organization. In this regard, microarray experiments and

data analysis are of great help due to the features of high-

throughput and genome-wide scope (Sekkai et al. 2005).

We analyzed a set of temporarily dynamic microarray data

at 11 time points from 3 mES cell lines for 14 days, 2

cultivated with and 1 without LIF. We found in this dataset

that despite the expression of individual genes, including

the positive and negative indicators of self-renewal, did not

differ significantly in cells cultivated with and without LIF,

at signaling module and pathway level the expression of

several sets of genes was identified to be much enriched,

either particularly in cells cultivated with LIF or predom-

inantly in all cells at the early or late stage of cultivation.

These gene sets, involved in Ras/Raf/ERK and cell cycle

signaling, suggest that, in addition to the well documented

JAK/STAT pathway, Ras/Raf/ERK may be another path-

way that transfers external signals to promote mES cell

self-renewal (Fig. 4), and that active cell cycle signaling is

a key feature of self-renewal. As significant cell cycle

activities showed in all 3 cell lines in the first 2 days during

which the expression of Nanog/Oct4/Sox2 remained high,

these self-renewal factors must play a significant role in

promoting cell proliferation independent of LIF. The dif-

ference in the expression of cell cycle related gene sets was

more significant at different times than in different cells,

and significant down regulation occurred quite accurately

after 2 days of culture. Compared with self-renewal and

cell cycle genes, the expression of cell differentiation

related genes such as Gata4/6 showed a more marked

change during the 14 days. This implies that differentiation

may be the default cell fate and self-renewal should rely on

a maintenance mechanism. As soon as the mechanism

becomes even slightly wane, cell differentiation begins.

Materials and methods

The description of the cell culture and microarray experi-

ment is based on the documentation of the publicly

available data; more details can be found at http://www.

scgp.ca:8080/StemBase (Perez-Iratxeta et al. 2005).

Cell culture

Three murine embryonic stem cell lines—V6.5, R1 and

J1—were cultivated for 14 days in the presence (V6.5 and

R1) and absence (J1) of LIF. In V6.5 and R1 LIF was only

given at the start of cultivation. High glucose DMEM

(Hyclone FCS, non-essential amino acids, Glutamax,

Penicillin/Streptomycin, sodium pyruvate, and beta-

mercaptoethanol) was equally supplied to the three cell

lines. A DR4 cell line cultured also in DMEM (heat

inactivated Hyclone FBS, Glutamax, sodium pyruvate,

non-essential amino acids, Penicillin/Streptomycin, beta-

mercaptoethanol, LIF), a sample of mouse embryonic

fibroblasts in triplicate and acting as feeder cells, was used

as the control for all the J1, R1 and V6.5 mES samples.

Microarray experiment

To avoid any potential variability between different

microarray platforms, data of all three cell lines at 11 time

points (0, 6, 12, 18, 24, 36, 48 h and 4, 7, 9, 14 days) were

generated using Affymetrix MOE430. Probe set hybrid-

ization values were generated using the MAS5.0 algorithm.

Except one sample in duplicate, all other samples were in

triplicate. RNA preparation was made with RNeasy. Three

data sets (E113 for V6.5, E165 for R1, and E201 for J1)

were generated.

Data selection and preparation

To avoid any variability between different chips, only data

of MOE430A were used and analyzed. The probe sets that

do not correspond to any known genes were removed. For

genes with multiple probe sets, the probe set with the

maximal expression value was chosen. The total probe sets
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were therefore reduced from 22691 to 11222 for the data

analysis. The whole dataset contains 33 samples, 11 for

each of the V6.5, R1 and J1 cell lines at the correspondent

11 time points. Sample data are in two forms: original data

(The value of each sample is averaged by the sample’s all

replicates) and log-ratio data (the value of the original data

is further treated by comparison with the control using the

following equation:

value¼ logðoriginal sample data=

original control dataÞ=logð2Þ:

Gene set enrichment analysis

A recently reported method (Subramanian et al. 2005) was

applied to the 11222 probes in each sample to identify gene

sets with an enriched expression in particular samples or at

particular time points. 191 gene sets were organized, which

were collected from SuperArray (http://www.superarray.com),

extracted from the signaling pathway databases BioCarta

(http://www.biocarta.com), GenMapp (http://www.genmapp.

org) and KEGG (http://www.genome.ad.jp/kegg/pathway.

html), and curated from published papers. The full list of gene

sets is available online (Supplemental File 1). In the gene set

enrichment analysis program (Subramanian et al. 2005), the

Permutation number was set to 1000; Phenotype permuta-

tion was used; Enrichment statistic was weighted; and the

Metric for ranking genes was Signal2Noise. Only gene sets

with more than 10 genes were computed in the analysis. As

the method compares two data sets each time, the control was

not required and the original sample data were used.

Clustering

A revised clustering method, which not only classifies

genes into clusters but also gives the possible gene regu-

lation by a set of regulators (Segal et al. 2003), was used to

classify differentially expressed genes into co-expression

clusters and to identify the possible regulation and regu-

lators of each cluster. As the method deals with different

data together, the log-ratio sample data all compared with

the control were used. If a gene in any of the three cell lines

had C3 samples (i.e., at any C3 time points) that had a fold

change C2.0 compared with the control sample acquired

from the DR4 cell line, it was considered differentially

expressed and chosen as a record for clustering. This cri-

terion produced 2135 records from the 11222 records,

which is a reasonable size for this method. The ligands,

receptors and effectors in known signaling pathways were

also selected regardless their fold change. Together a list of

2257 genes was made. Among them, 26 transcriptional

factors (Table S2) that showed the most significant change

in expression during the 14 days according to their

enrichment score computed by the gene set enrichment

analysis were used as the possible regulators to check

whether ‘‘regulator X regulates cluster Y under condition

W’’ (Segal et al. 2003).

Results

Differentially expressed genes in known signaling

pathways were not noticeably different in cells

cultivated with and without LIF

Assuming that LIF would significantly enhance the activity

of some pathways, we first examined gene expression in

the cells cultivated with and without LIF. Differentially

expressed genes were identified according to their fold

change compared with the control (see ‘‘Clustering’’ in

Materials and methods). 2135 genes were differentially

expressed in the two LIF-cultivated cell lines and 1716

genes in the one non-LIF-cultivated cell line (see Materials

and methods). Of them, 1607 were shared by both. We then

checked differentially expressed genes in known signaling

pathways and functional modules, including those stem-

ness specific genes (11 activated and 12 repressed, denoted

as Boyer+ and Boyer- in Boyer et al. 2005). Unexpect-

edly, the expression of genes in these pathways and

modules seemed not to be noticeably different (Table 1).

Specifically, all the 7 positive indicators (Boyer+) and 3 of

4 negative indicators (Boyer-) of self-renewal were dif-

ferentially expressed in all cell lines. Also, Nanog, Oct4

and Sox2 did not show a clear, LIF-dependent expression

pattern (Fig. 1). These results suggest that LIF might not be

the vital or sole factor for self-renewal under this culture

condition. As conjectured (Dani et al. 1998), other factors

may exist and play a role.

LIF stimulated cell cycle activities via ERK/MAPK

pathway

Analogous gene expression does not exclude differential

signaling in cells. However, to construe differential signaling

from the expression of individual genes is difficult and

unreliable. Although the expression of individual genes

gives only limited and separate information, the expression

of a set of correlated genes in a functional module or sig-

naling pathway gives richer and more reliable evidence. This

is the basis of gene set enrichment analysis (Subramanian

et al. 2005), which demands an inclusive collection and

appropriate organization of gene sets. Based on multiple

sources, including recently published papers, our gene-set

list consists of 191 gene sets which cover genes in all known

signaling pathways (Supplemental File 1, see also Materials

and methods).
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We first divided the data of 33 samples into two groups

and, with these gene sets, investigated whether there were

differences in signaling in cells cultivated with and without

LIF. When E113 and E165 data were compared with E201

data, four gene sets were found to show an enriched

expression with significantly small nominal (NOM)

p-values and fault discovery rate (FDR) q-values (Table 2).

Of them, two were in the ERK/MAPK pathway, one

(numbered \1501[ and including Creb1, Dusp6, Bad,

Hras1, Map3k8, Braf, Raf1, Grb2, Eif4e, Rasa1, Mknk2,

Csnk2a1, Csnk2b, Atf1, Nras, Jun, Kras, Rap1a, Mapk3,

Shc1, Mapk1, Araf, Mknk1, Map2k1, Map3k1, Elk1) from

SuperArray and the other (numbered \1904[ and includ-

ing Map2k2, Myc, Hras1, Eras, Raf1, Nras, Kras, Elk4,

Mapk3, Mapk1, Mras, Map2k1, Rras, Elk1) from KEGG

(here and henceforth genes underlined had a truly enriched

expression and contributed to the enrichment score). This

indicates that, in addition to JAK/STAT, Ras/Raf/ERK

may be another LIF-stimulated intracellular signaling

pathway in mES. This result differs from the previous

understanding that ERK antagonizes ES self-renewal

(Burdon et al. 2002) and also from the report that ERK

phosphorylation is dispensable for the regulation of cyclin

D1 and for the progression from G1 to S phase in mES

cells (Jirmanova et al. 2002). The other two enriched gene

sets were cell cycle related, one (numbered \3201[ and

including Ccnd1, Ccne2, Myc, Cdk2ap1, Ccne1, Cdk4,

E2f3, Cdc25a, Ccnd2, Ccnd3, Cdk2, Cdk2ap2, E2f1, Cdk6,

Pim1) directly coming from a recent review (Burdon et al.

2002), confirming the hypothesis that cell cycle control is

different in differentiated and mES cells, and the other

(numbered\2306[and including Ccne2, Cdk4, E2f3, Sfn,

Jun, Kras, Esr1, Aatf, E2f1, Brca2) from SuperArray. The

\3201[ gene set shows that the LIF induced cell cycle

activities, via c-myc and Rb/E2F respectively, were

strengthened in E113 and E165. Two overlapping enriched

gene sets in each of the two pathways strongly indicate that

strengthened Ras/Raf/ERK signaling and cell cycle activ-

ities are an important feature of self-renewal in mES cells

cultivated with LIF (Fig. 4).

Unexpectedly, the JAK/STAT pathway, as well as other

JAK related ones such as JAK/PI3K/Akt, did not appear in

the list of enriched gene sets. We checked all JAK and

STAT genes and found neither JAK nor STAT3 showed

significantly different expression in different cell lines and

at different time points (Fig. 1). Instead, JAK and STAT3

expression was even higher both in the J1 cell line and at

later time points. STAT4, by contrast, showed an appar-

ently changed expression over time (Fig. 1). These results,

not previously reported in detail, revise our understanding

of the function of the LIF/JAK/STAT pathway in the

maintenance of stem cell self-renewal.

We also inversely compared E201 data with E113 and

E165 data, and no gene sets with a significantly low NOM

p-value and FDR q-value (\0.25) were found (Subrama-

nian et al. 2005). This means no gene sets had strengthened

expression in J1 cells cultivated without LIF.

Gene set expression varies more significantly in cells

at different time points

As microarray experiments were taken at 11 time points

during the 14 days, we then checked the expression of

different gene sets at different time points, regardless of

cell lines. We combined the data of all three cell lines (data

of single cell line, due to the small sample size, gave

unconvincing results) at the first 7 time points (0–48 h)

into one group, and the data at the last four time points

(4–14 days) into another. Comparing the first group with the

second produced enriched gene sets with very low (more

convincing) NOM p-values and FDR q-values (Table 3).

The first gene set (numbered \3205[ and including

Lefty1, Fgf4, Nodal, Sox2, Tdgf1, Utf1, Rex2, Foxd3,

Pax9, Pax8, Pax3, Pax7, Pax4, Pax6, Pax1, Pax5, Rex3)

Table 1 Differentially

expressed genes in cell lines

cultivated with and without LIF

a Some genes are in multiple

pathways. The list of total

pathway genes is given in

Supplemental File 2

Differentially expressed

in E113 and E165

Differentially

expressed in E201

Shared by E113,

E165 and E201

1 Total genes 2135 1716 1607

2 Wnt pathway 41 35 33

3 TGFb pathway 25 22 21

4 Notch pathway 3 2 2

5 MAPK pathway 58 49 47

6 JAK pathway 32 21 21

7 Hh pathway 6 3 3

8 Cell cycle 18 18 18

9 Apoptosis 16 16 14

10 Boyer+ 7 7 7

11 Boyer- 4 3 3

2–11 Total pathways genesa 170 144 138
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indicates the existence of a self-renewal signaling feedback

in mES cells at the early time points (Rao 2004). Also

enriched in the first 2 days was the molecular signature of

stemness (numbered \3203[ and including Pou5f1, Set,

Smarcad1, Sox2, Skil, Rest, Zic3, Nanog, Hesx1, Myst3,

STAT3) (Boyer et al. 2005), in agreement with the sug-

gested positive self regulation of these genes (Kuroda et al.

2005; Rodda et al. 2005). The two gene sets together

illustrate that the three cell lines in the first 2 days main-

tained their stemness and underwent significant self-

renewal.

The remaining six significantly enriched cell cycle

related gene sets, all from SuperArray, suggest active cell

proliferation in the first 2 days. Set \1201[ (including
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Fig. 1 The expression of Pou5f1, Nanog, Sox2, JAK1/2/3 and STAT3/4 (against the control) in the 14 days in three cell lines. Only Stat4

showed a clear down regulation
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Trp53, Ccne1, Chek2, Brca2, Pten, Ccnd1, Atm, Brca1,

E2f1, Cdk4, Prkdc, Cdk2, Cdc25a, Cdkn1b, Rb1, Mdm2,

Cdkn2a, Cdkn1a) is a DNA damage repair gene set; [2305]

(including Trp53, Pycard, Pten, Atm, Wt1, Tsc2, Brca1,

Trp73, Rb1, Trp63) is a negative cell cycle regulation gene

set; [1303] (including Trp53, Mre11a, Bax, Nbn, Hus1,

Rad51, Gadd45a, Rad17, Chek1, Ube3a, Atm, Brca1,

Rad9, Rad50, Ube1x, Ubc, Nfkbia, Abl1, Bcl2, Mdm2,

Trp63, Apaf1, Timp3) is a DNA damage checkpoint/p53/

ATM pathway; [1404] (including Pes1, Ccnb1, Cdc20,

Tnfsf5ip1, Brca2, Smc2l1, Mad2l1, Ran, Terf1, Ccnb1-rs1,

Foxm1, Nek2, Cdk2, Foxm1, Stag1, Shc1, Cdc25b, Rbx1,

Ywhae, Nek3, Cdc2a, Smc1l1, Cdc25a, Prc1, Rad21,

Prm1, Prm2, Wee1, Ccna1, Stag2, Cdc16) is a group of M

phase genes; [1402] (including Mcm5, Pcna, Mcm2,

Mcm3, Mre11a, Mcm6, Mcm4, Rad51, Mcm7, Msh2,

Sumo1, Rad17, Rad50, Mki67) is a set of S phase and

DNA replication genes; and [1302] (including Ccna2,

Cdk7, Ccnh, Cdc6, Ccnc, Cdc25b, Cdc45l, Cdc25a, Cdk8,

Mki67, Ccna1, Ccng2) is another S phase related gene set.

These gene sets reveal that cell cycle activities, along with

the concomitant DNA damage check and repair, are an

important feature of stem cell self-renewal.

The opposite comparison, i.e., comparing the data at the

last 4 time points with data at the first 7 time points, pro-

duced two different enriched gene sets (Table S1). One was

protein amino acid phosphorylation related (numbered

\1712[ and including Raf1, Rps6ka1, Rps6kb1, Mapk1,

Prkcc, Pdpk1, Prkci, Map2k2, Mknk1, Prkcb1, Insr, Pik3r1,

Akt2, Pik3ca, Map2k1, Araf, Prkcz, Gsk3b, Akt3, Igf1r,

Akt1), and the other was Ca2+/NF-AT signaling related

transcriptional factors (numbered \1102[ and including

Nfkbib, Sp1, Sp3, Fos, Actb, Nfatc2ip, Fosb, Fosl1, Nfkb2,

Egr2, Nfkbie, Egr3, Mef2d, Rela, Junb, Fosl2, Cebpb,

Mef2a, Jun, Gata4). More studies are needed to interpret

why these gene sets were enriched at the late stages of

cultivation and how they were linked to a possible reduc-

tion in self-renewal.

To determine the critical time point for the change in

gene expression, comparisons were made with different

shuffles of data. When data at the first 8 time points were

compared with data at the last 3 time points, similar results

were acquired, but with smaller NES and larger (hence less

convincing) NOM p-values and FDR q-values. When data

at the first 6 time points were compared with data at the

last 5 time points, no significantly changed gene sets were

Table 2 The enriched gene sets

in cells cultivated with LIF

a ES: Enrichment score
b NES: Normalized enrichment

score

Gene set Description Size ESa NESb NOM p-val FDR q-val

1 [1501] ERK Pathway 26 0.49 1.69 0.013 0.268

2 [1904] ERK Pathway 14 0.57 1.64 0.014 0.230

3 [3201] Cell cycle 15 0.62 1.62 0.020 0.183

4 [2306] Cell cycle 10 0.66 1.59 0.014 0.175

5 [1703] 24 0.41 1.41 0.095 0.607

6 [1406] 33 0.47 1.33 0.130 0.788

7 [1301] 34 0.36 1.31 0.128 0.786

8 [2502] 13 0.50 1.30 0.128 0.722

9 [2003] 22 0.39 1.24 0.167 0.821

10 [1901] 18 0.40 1.17 0.289 0.998

Table 3 The enriched gene sets in all cell lines at the first 7 time points

Gene set Description Size ES NES NOM p-val FDR q-val

1 [3205] Self-renewal feedback genes 17 0.74 1.92 0.000 0.012

2 [3203] Active targets of Oct, Nanog, Sox2 11 0.84 1.70 0.002 0.103

3 [1201] Cell cycle control & DNA Damage Repair 18 0.61 1.62 0.019 0.158

4 [2305] Cell cycle 10 0.69 1.61 0.011 0.122

5 [1303] DNA Damage Checkpoint/p53 and ATM 23 0.55 1.60 0.009 0.110

6 [1404] M phase 31 0.60 1.59 0.035 0.106

7 [1402] S phase and DNA replication 14 0.88 1.57 0.000 0.108

8 [1302] S phase 12 0.58 1.46 0.098 0.225

9 [2308] 13 0.53 1.40 0.097 0.297

10 [1406] 33 0.49 1.38 0.125 0.315
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found. These results indicate that the change of expression

of these self-renewal and cell cycle related gene sets

occurred at the 7th time point (2 days’ cultivation), after

which their expression decayed quickly.

Expression profiles of cell differentiation related genes

Two research groups reported that differentiation of mES

cells is induced by Gata4/6 (Fujikura et al. 2002; Li et al.

2004), but it is not known when, and with what partners,

Gata4/6 induce stem cell differentiation. It is interesting

that Oct3/4 over-expression can induce Gata4 transcription,

which in turn triggers differentiation (Fujikura et al. 2002;

Li et al. 2004). As no knowledge of the Gata4/6 related

signaling pathway was available, we simply checked the

expression profile of these two genes. Gata4/6 expression

was low at the early time points but became significantly

higher at the last four (Fig. 2), with a large negative

enrichment score (-1.387 and -1.273, respectively). The

increase of expression began earlier in E201 (J1, without

LIF) than in E113 and E165 (V6.5 and R1, with LIF),

indicating that LIF may play some role in delaying cell

differentiation. Nevertheless, we found that Gata4/6 were

not the genes with the largest negative enrichment score.

The largest and second largest scores, -2.392 and -1.915,

came from Slc39a8 and Dsp. Whether the two play a more

important role than Gata4/6 in stem cell differentiation and

their relationship with Gata4/6 remain unknown. These

results confirm that Gata4/6 can indeed reflect stem cell

differentiation, but Slc39a8 and Dsp could be alternative,

and possibly better, indicators. In addition, the most enri-

ched single genes at the early time points were Actn3 and

Pla2g1b, which do not appear in any of our defined gene

sets (Fig. 2). Whether they are involved in self-renewal is
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Fig. 2 The expression of Gata4/6, Dsp, Sla39a8, Actn3 and Pla2g1b (against the control) in the 14 days in three cell lines. The number

following the gene name is the enrichment score
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not clear. These genes, with extraordinarily high enrich-

ment scores, provide new and important clues for

deciphering signaling in stem cell self-renewal and

differentiation.

The possible regulation of genes with the most changed

expression

An important question in microarray data analysis is how

changed gene expression is regulated, under different con-

ditions and at different times. To answer this question, genes

should be clustered according to their expression, and then

regulators of each cluster be identified. Judged against the

control sample, 2257 genes, either differentially expressed in

the three cell lines or important for developmental signaling,

were chosen for clustering (see Materials and methods).

Using a revised clustering method (Segal et al. 2003), which

not only classifies genes into clusters of different expression

patterns but also reveals their possible regulation by defined

regulators, we found that the expression of a few gene

clusters underwent a drastic change during the 14 days from

very low (in green in Fig. 3) to very high (in red in Fig. 3). It

is reasonable to postulate that the expression of these gene

clusters reflects mES self-renewal and differentiation. To

reveal how their drastically altered expression was regulated

during the cell culture, we assumed that in the decay of self-

renewal and the initiation of differentiation the expression of

regulators themselves underwent a significant change,

showing either a positive or a negative enrichment, and

further that these regulators were transcriptional factors.

From the 2257 genes we picked up 26 transcriptional factors

(Table S2), which had a high enrichment score computed

with the gene set enrichment analysis, and used them as

regulators in the clustering program. Apart from a Max

Module Number of 50, which means the genes are clustered

into at most 50 clusters, all other parameters were the default

values. The two clusters with the most change in gene

expression during the 14 days, with the possible regulation

by the chosen regulators (Fig. 3), comprised genes (includ-

ing Slc39a8 which was a potential indicator of cell

Fig. 3 The possible regulation

and regulators of the two co-

expressed gene clusters with the

most significantly changed

expression during the 14 days in

the three cell lines. Red and

green colors indicate high and

low expression level. The

hierarchy of regulation indicates

the possible relationship among

regulators. The expression of

each regulator is divided into

two stages which exert different

regulatory impacts on either

other regulators or clustered

genes
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differentiation as aforementioned) that had very low

expression at early time points but very high expression at

later times. Repeated running of the program gave the similar

results, revealing that the low expression at the early time

points was probably because of the repression by active self-

renewal genes such as Oct4, Nanog, Pcna, Myc and Smar-

cad1 (Chambers et al. 2003; Mitsui et al. 2003; Niwa et al.

2000), and that the high expression at the late time points was

probably due to both the enhanced expression of differenti-

ation genes (Gata4/6) and the down regulated self-renewal

genes (especially Oct4, Jun and Cebpb). In contrast, the

typical self-renewal genes, including Nanog, Oct4 and Sox2,

only showed slight changes during the 14 days. This implies

that differentiation may be the default fate of stem cells and

self-renewal relies on a maintenance mechanism. When that

mechanism weakens, cell differentiation begins.

Discussion

LIF stimulated cell proliferation

The JAK/STAT pathway has been well documented to play

a major role in stem cell self-renewal (Smith et al. 1988;

Williams et al. 1988; Yoshida et al. 1994; Niwa et al.

1998). However, the enriched Ras/Raf/ERK, but not JAK/

STAT, genes in this dataset, especially the enriched

expression of Eras, disclose that another MAPK related

pathway may also be a key player to carry on external LIF

signal into mES cells to promote self-renewal. As the most

enriched gene sets in cells cultivated with LIF are cell

cycle related, there exists a possibility that the major

impact of LIF on self-renewal could be to promote cell

proliferation. However, since cell cycle activity is naturally

active in stem cells with high pluripotency, it is difficult to

tell whether active cell cycle activity is required for or just

indicates pluripotency. More relevant epistatic analysis

upon gene mutation is needed. The assembled picture of

JAK/STAT and Ras/Raf/ERK signaling, upon our results,

gives a more comprehensive understanding of stem cell

self-renewal (Fig. 4). To make the picture more complete,

new gene sets need to be identified so as to find links

between these genes and those known self-renewal indi-

cators, especially Nanog, Oct4 and Sox2. This would help

to better answer the question as to how cell proliferation

helps maintain self-renewal and pluripotency.

Maintenance of self-renewal in the absence of LIF

Compared with the difference in gene expression in cells at

different times, the difference in gene expression in cells

cultivated with and without LIF is not prominent. It is not

clear whether this is due to the high Nanog/Oct4/Sox2

expression in all three cell lines or whether LIF is not

essential for self-renewal. The latter is partially supported

by recent findings that LIF alone may not play a decisive

role in maintaining self-renewal. In addition to extrinsic

regulators such as LIF, it is suggested that intrinsic tran-

scriptional determinants, especially Oct4 and Nanog, are

required, and possibly more important, for maintaining the

undifferentiated state (Chambers and Smith 2004). When

overexpressed, Nanog allows ES cells to self-renew with-

out the otherwise required LIF (Chambers et al. 2003).

Oct3/4 may also make an independent contribution (Rao

2004). As the precise level of Oct3/4 is reported to govern

the three distinct fates of ES cells (Li et al. 2004), to look

more intensively into the quantitative relationship between

the expression of self-renewal, cell cycle control and cell

differentiation genes is important.

Jak Stat3

Ras Raf Erk

Myc

CycD

CDK4/6
E2F

CycE

cdc25a

CycE

CDK2CytokineR

Erk MAPK Proliferation

Grb2 Creb

Jak-Stat
Fig. 4 Two pathways, JAK/

STAT and Ras/Raf/ERK, both

carry the external LIF signal

into mES stem cells to promote

cell proliferation and self-

renewal
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Indicators of stemness

As in the dataset most self-renewal genes showed only a

slight change during the 14 days’ culture but cell differ-

entiation indicators had a significantly increased expression

during the later stages, we postulate that differentiation

may be the default fate for stem cells and self-renewal may

rely on a maintenance mechanism, which demands either

external signals such as LIF and FGF or internal ones like

Nanog, Oct4 and Sox2. When the maintenance mechanism

becomes weakened, probably even slightly, cell differen-

tiation begins. Thus the upregulated expression of cell

differentiation genes would better reflect the loss of self

renewal than the down regulated expression of the core

factors Oct4, Sox2 and Nanog.

On the combined use of different methods

Traditionally, identifying differentially expressed genes

and classifying them into different clusters by using subtle

algorithms is the major work of microarray data analysis.

In this study we show that to carefully use supervised

methods and to properly combine different methods (one

supervised and one unsupervised here) could produce more

interesting and insightful results, which may be valuable

for developing and validating hypotheses. Compared with

the information indicated by the change of individual

genes, the expression of a set of correlated genes in a

functional module or a signaling pathway gives richer and

more reliable information. In the case of gene set enrich-

ment analysis, we note that an appropriate and

comprehensive definition of gene sets can directly lead to

the discovery of new pathways or fill in the gaps between

known ones (Fig. 4), and in the case of the revised clus-

tering method, results like ‘‘regulator X regulates cluster Y

under condition W’’ can be readily confirmed or rejected

by experiment. Nevertheless, to decipher molecular sig-

naling from gene expression with whatever methods could

be thorny and unreliable, as analogous gene expression

does not exclude differential signaling, nor means co-reg-

ulation. To validate whether the revealed changes in gene

expression indeed indicate changes in molecular signaling,

validation steps at protein interaction level, for example, by

using specific antibodies, are required to check the con-

centration of the effectors of these pathways.

The roles of genes in other signaling pathways

The roles of Notch, Wnt and Hh pathways in promoting

mES self-renewal were not found to be significant in the

analysis of this dataset with the defined gene sets. The

expression of genes in another self-renewal related

pathway, BMP-Smad-Id (Ying et al. 2003; Varga and

Wrana 2005), was also not apparently enriched.
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